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In the economic literature of the past century or more, the concept of 

national income has been used by various economists for three distinctly 
different purposes. The fust, which is probably the oldest use, is to identify 

the magnitude of national income with that of economic welfare. This 
strain, which can be traced back to Adam Smith, was most fully developed 
by Pigou in his classical work, The L;conolltics of Welfare. The second use, 

which is closely allied to the first in many of the authors, is to regard 
national income as the source out of which various income shares arise. 
The equivalent term "national dividend " best fits this use. The third 
strain, which is comparatively recent, makes use of the concept of national 
income for aggregative economic analysis frequently designed for application 
to economic and fiscal policies. 

It is quite natural that even within the camp of non-Marxian eco-
nomics the precise operational deflnition of the concept of national income 

will differ according to the particular use for which it is designed. For 

example, the famous Fisher-Pigou controversy whether national income 
consisted solely of services as received by ultimate consumers or not was ger-

mane to the use of the concept as a measure of economic welfare and is 
rather irrelevant to the other two uses. Again, it is widely recognized that 

for certain analytical purposes related to short term economic policies the 

gross national product concept is much more useful that the leet. It is 
quite important, therefore, that whenever we make a critical appraisal of 

an operational definition of national income we take into account the 
specifc purpose for which it is designed. 

In the camp of Marxian economics, the concept of national income 
dates back to Marx himself ; and the us_e to which it has been put has 
largely been limited to the second strain mentioned above, namely national 

income as the distributable net income of the whole nation. In Marx's 
own words, "viewing the income of the whole society, the national income 
consists of wages plus profit plus rents."I In a more recent formulation, 
John I~;aton, a Marxist economist, states that "the national income is the 

* K. Marx, Capital, vol. 3, p. 979. 
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sum　of　newly　produced　commodities，the　total　net　social　product，the　new

values　create（i　in　a　given　perio（i　of　time，say，a　year．”2　0n　appearance，

these　de丘nitions　do　not　seem　to　differ　very　much　from　the　ordinary　one

widely　used　in　the　modem　economic　literature．　But　the　point　of　funda－

mental　di貸erence　lies　in　the　concept　of“production．”When　Eaton　speaks

of“newly　produced　commodities”，he　is　usmg　the　wor（i“produce（i，’
in　the　restricted　M：arxian　sense，　that　ls，　as　circumscribed　by　the

Marxian　concept　of　“productive　work．”　And　“productive　work，，is
defined　as　work　in　the　sphere　of　material　production，that　is，the　direct

hamessing　by　man　of　the　goods　of　nature，“a　process　in　which　both　man

and　nature　participate，and　in　which　man　of　his　own　accord　starts，regulates，

and　controls　the　material　reactions　between　himself　and　nature．”3　This　does

not　necessarily　mean　that　the　result　of　productive　work　has　to　be　embodie（i

in　material　objects．But　clearly　excluded　from　the　category　of“productive

work”　are　such　service－works　as　the　fighting　services，the　l）01ice，the

ordinary　govemment　services，he＆1th　services，education，finance，culture，

and　science．　In　fact，however，Marx’s　definition　of“productive　work”is

further　complicated　by　another　strain　which　was　developed　by　Marx　especially

in　his　丑θ07づθεo∫S初名ク1％3　V4♂秘θ．　There，he　defines　“pro（iuctive　labor”as

“that　labor　which　produces　capita1，”or　again，agreeing　with　Adam　Smith，

“th＆t　labor　which　exchanges　directly　for　capita1”’in　contrast　with“mpro－

ductive　labor”which“does　nQt　exchange　with　capital　but　directly　with
revenue．”4This　strain　leads　to　another　formulation　by　Eaton，meant　to　be

speci五cally　relevant　to　the　capitalist　society，that“the　distinguishing　mark

of　pro（iuctive　labor　is　the　fact　of　pro（iucing　values＆nd，more　pI↓rticu1＆rly，

surplus　values．”5　Thus　Eaton　finally　comes　to　the　deHnition　of　national

income　which　reads：

　　　　　National　income　can　only　be　the　new　values　produced　and　embodied

　　　in　the　commodities　available　for　the　community’s　use．　These　new

　　　values　eq1ユal　the　sum　of　total　wages　of　productive　workers　plus　total

　　　surplus　value（v十s　in　the　Marxian　formula）．　The　surplus　after　pay－

　　　　ment　for　wages　is　the　sum　total　available　for　rent，interest，proHt，for

　　　accumulation，for　commercial　services　and　other‘‘overheads，’of　the

　　　capitalist　mode　of　production，for　the　armed　forces　and　other　non－prぴ

　　　ductive　expenditures　by　the　State．6

　　　Although　on　finer　theoretical　points　there　have　been　a　great　deal　of

discussion　on　the　exact　formulation　of　the　Marxian　concept　of　national　in－

come，the　Eaton，s　definition　above　is　a　suf丑ciently　representative　one

2J，Eaton，」Ro～づあ6α♂E60錫o隅1ソ，（revise（1edition）　1952，P．　165．

3K　Marx，（コα舛α」，Vo1．1，p．158．
4K、Marx，Tlzθo而餓励θ74θ％孤θh7㎜θγ’，B（i．1．p。258，259．
　（A　H露’07y　o∫Eco錫o仰拓‘　丁充907づεε，tr。by　T。McCarthy，　1952，P．　198）．

5Eaton，oρ．‘髭．，p．157．
61茄ゴ．，P．168．
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among　M：arxists　on　which　they　wou1（i　agree　so　far　as　the　basic　aspect　of

the　problem　is　concemed。Thus　the　statistical　si（ie　of　the　nation＆1income

discussion　among　Marxists　has　been　mainly　concemed　with　the　problem　of

ascertaining　a　measure　of　the　rate　of　surplus　value，or　the　ratio　between　the

total　of　surplus　value　and　that　of　wage　payments。　If，however，one，s

interest　lies　in　the　statistical　estimation　of　the　rate　of　surplus　value，it　is

usually　much　more　conveniently　done　in　terms　of　manufacturing　census
statistics　than　with　reference　to　the　or（iinary　national　income　statistics，　In

£act，most　of　the　Marxist　economists　who　have　attempted　to　c＆1culate　the

rate　of　surplus　value　for　various　countries　have　made　use　only　of　manu－

facturing　census　statistics　and　did　not　bother　with　the　matter　of　scrutiniz－

ing　the　so－called“bourgeois”national　income　statistics。　Until　this　scruti－

n玉zing　were　done，it　would　be（1i伍cult　to　put　one’s　fingers　exactly　on　the

operational　dif歪erence　of　the（ie五nition　of　national　income　in　the　two

camps．Fortunately，this　gap　is　now　filled　by　the　appearance　of　an　article

by　A．Palytsef7who　subjects　the　Department　of　Commerce　estimate　of
national　income　to　a　thoroughgoing　M：arxist　critique　thus　enabling　us　to

obtain　a　much　more　concrete　understanding　of　Marxist　methodology　on　this

question　than　heretofore　possible．　The　present　essay　is　an　attempt　to　ex－

amine　the　Palytsef　article　with　a　view　to　bringing　into　relief　the　specific

points　of　difference　between　his（i．e。，M：arxist）approach　with　the　one　cur－

rently　use（1in　the　westem　world，

II

　　　The　task　which　Palytsef　sets　upon　himself　is　to　obtain　the　theoretically

correcHigures　of　national　income　from　M：arxist　point　of　view　out　of　the

raw　material　provided　by　the51％7ワθy　o∫0解惚魏β螂伽θ33，July1953，For

this　purpose，he　takes，common　with　most　national　income　specialists　in　the

westem　world，the　three　angles　of　approach，i．e。，pro（1uction，income　dis－

tribution，a．n（i　expenditure．　An（i　since　only　what　is　produce（i　can　be　dis－

tributed　as　income　and　only　what　is（1istributed　as　income　can　be　expended，

it　is　assumed，as　a　matter　of　de且nition，that　the　magnitude　of　nation＆1in－

come　is　i（ientical　from　whichever　angle　it　is　approached。　This　is　a　point

of　great　importance　whose　significance　will　become　clearer　in　later　page。

　　　In　barest　outline，Palytsef，s　method　of　approach　is　first　to　take　the

Department　of　Commerce　figure　of　gross　national　product（which　is286．8

billion　dollars　for1950，for　example），to　subtract　from　it　those　items
which　from　M蔵rxist　point　of　view　do　not　constitute　a　p＆rt　of　net　nationa1

　7na∬bueB：“Bonpocb！TeopHK　HauHoHaJIbHoroπoxo双a　Ka【IKTam｛cTH翌｛ecKoro　o6皿ecTBa”Bonpocb【
3KoHoMHKH，Ho兄6p只1953．　（A．Palytsef，“Problems　of　natlonal　income　theory　in　capitalist
societies”，P7・西‘翻εo∫E㈱o舷ε，November1953）・
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product, and then to obtain the figure of 213.2 billion dollars for 1950 as 

the correct magnitude. The figure, obtained from the production angle, 
becomes subsequently the controlling figure for the two other angles. 
Next comes the income distribution angle where the income of "productive 
labor " is first estimated separately out of the Department of Commerce 
figure of "personal income " (226.7 billion dollars for 1950). :Here the 
restrictive definition of "productive labor " comes into play and only 57.8 
billions out of 226.7 billion dollars of "personal income" are regarded as 

accruing to "productive labor." Once this magnitude is ascertained, the 
difference between this and the 213.2 billions of net national product is 
imputed entirely to recipients of surplus value, thus giving rise to the rate 

of surplus value of 268.9 ~~. Finally, the expenditure angle is discussed to 

show how the same total of 213.2 billion dollars is expended on such items 

as consumption, accumlation and the defense purposes. 

( I ) The Productioee A,egle : In spite of the importance which Palytsef 

attaches to the total figure, his method of calculation is relatively~ simple. 

He takes the GNP as the starting point and subtracts from it what he 
considers to be not a part of the "correct" net national product. Table 1 
summarizes his procedure for 1950. Major corrections, as can be seen in the 

Table 1 

(Unit : bilhon dollars) 

Table, refer to consumption of services, private domestic investment and 

government purchases of good and services. Of these, the correction for 
private domestic investment is not very irnportant, inasmuch as it is a 

matter of changing the "gross" figure into the "net," and is a common 
practice m the "bourgeors" economrcs also The only difference, which 
is rather immaterial, is the inclusion by ~~lytsef of "capital outlays 

charged to current expense " as a part of ecet domestic investment, whereas 

the cornmon practice is to regard it as comprised in capital consumption 
allowances. 

Consumption of services is reduced by a flat rate of 55 percent on the 

ground that "approxrmately 40 percent of it can be regarded as akin to 
physical expenditure." How Palytsef arrived at this coefficient is not 
made clear, but the assumption seems to be that in so far as service con-
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sumption involves the use of physical goods, as for example the shampoo 
service requires the use of soap, these must be counted as equivalent to 
what he calls "physrcal expendrture " and that the percentage whrch they 
occupy in the total of service consumption is " approximately 45 percent." 

Government purchases of goods and services, which amount to 42 bil-
lion dollars in GNP figure, are reduced to 17.7 billions according to a 
simple criterion of including only the net purchases from private business, 

i.e., new construction plus other purchases from private business minus sale 

of surplus commodities. Finally, the correction on the figure of net for-
eign investrnent can be explained by the fact that Palytsef takes only "the 

net receipts in the commodity trade and the shipping freight services " as 

constituting " net foreign investment." 

Thus he arrives at the total figure of 213.2 billion dollars as the "cor 

rect " measure of net national product of the United States in 1950. A1-
though actually this is the way he calculates the net national product, this 
apparently is a short-cut method in the light of his theoretical requirements. 

For GNP is, after all, the expenditure components of the total production, 
and Palytsef himself defines in another place what constitutes "the total 

social products" in terms of sectors of production. According to him, 
What participate in the formation of national income under capitalist 
society are all those sectors of production which contribute to creating 

the total social product. Namely, (1) agriculture (including forestry), 

(2) extractive industries (including the gathering of useful scraps and 

the immediate processing), (3) manufacturing (including repair works), 

(4) construction, (5) transportation and communications (of which only 

that part is included which is concerned with the transportation of 
goods and men and the transmitting of information that are useful in 
the direct production process), (6) the part of commerce and restaurant 

services which can be regarded as the continuation of the production 
process (such as packing, sorting, the normal storing of commodities, 
etc.). 

Theoretically speaking, 2(v+s), or the total of wage payments plus 
surplus values, of these sectors would add up to the net national product 
in the Marxian sense. And it should not be very difficult to separate out 
these sectors from the statistics of "national income by industrial origin " 

as given in the Survey of Currelet Busi,eess. Table 2 summarizes these sta-

tistics for 1950. 

Table 2 
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 17,384 

Contract construction 1 1 ,962 
Manufacturing 74,800 Wholesale and retail trade 43,555 
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　　　　　　　　　　　　F正nance，insurance，and　real　estate　　　　　　　　　　20，964

　　　　　　　　　　　　TransPortation　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　13，291

　　　　　　　　　　　　Communications　and　public　utilities　　　　　　　7，241

　　　　　　　　　　　　Services　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　22，328

　　　　　　　　　　　　Govemment　and　govemment　enterprises　　　　23，360

　　　　　　　　　　　　Rest　of　the　world　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　545

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Toオσ」＿＿＿＿＿9。．．＿．．＿。．．＿。＿．．．＿＿，．．240，632

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（Unit：million　dollars）

　　　　The　total　is　smaller　than　the　GNP　roughly　by　the　amount　of　capi－

tal　consumption　allowances　and　indirect　taxes．If　we　examine　these　sectors

one　by　one　in　the　light　of　the　Marxian　theoretical　criteria　as　specified　by

Palytsef，we　ourselves　can　easily　eliminate　certain　sectors　as　not　producing

any　new　values。　Such，for　example，will　be　the　case　with　“Hnance，
insurance，and　real　estate，”　“services，”8an（i　“government　and　government

enterprise，”9which　ad（i　up　to66・6billion　dollars・According　to　the　specifica－

tion　of“the　total　social　products”quoted　from　Palytsef　above，we　have

to　subtract　further　that　part　of“wholesale　an（i　retail　trade，”“transporta－

tion，”and“communications　and　public　utilities”which　cannot　be　con－
sidere（1as　the　continuation　of　the　production　process．，It　is　not　clear　how

we　can　do　this　operationally；but　so　far　as　the　so－called　“net　circulation

（⊃ost”（which　stands　for　the　cost　involved　in　the　metamorphoses　of　value

forms）is　concemed，Palytsef　calculates　it　in　another　part　of　his　article　as

amounting　to27・9billion　dollars・　If　we　add　this　to　the　previou31y　calcu－

1ated　total　of　subtracting　items，namely66．6billon　dollars，we　must　say

that　at　least94．5billions　out　of240．6billions　of“national　i！1come　by

in（iustrial　origin”do　not　comprise　the　net　national　product　in　the　Marxian

sense．　If　this　is　the　case，the　total　ofΣ（v十s）comes　at　most　to146．1

1）illion　dollars，and　even　taking　into　account　the　indirect　taxes　which

amount　to22。8billions，we五nd　that　this　total　is　wide　apart　from　the

original　figure　of213．2billions　calculated　from　the　GNP．It　is　difEcult　to

see　how　Palytsef　actually　reconciles　this　dif壬erence．

III

　　　　（2）　丑θ1銘‘o郷ε1万3∫グ必％∫φo％A％gJθ’　Once　Palytsef　establishes　the　fact

that　the“correct”net　national　product　of　the　United　States　amounted　to

213．2bi皿on　dollars　in1950，，the　major　problem　he　is　concemd　with　is　to

　8According　to　Grachof（Φ。rpa聴B，Byp｝Kya3恥【e‘TeopH兄’Ha践HoHaπbHoroπoxo耳a　Ha　c∬yx｛6e
HMnepHaπH3Ma，BonpocH　gKoHoMHKH，No。4，1953），there　are　certain　services　by　intelligentsia
which　contribute　to　the　sectors　of　physical　production　that　have　to　be　include（1in　the　category
of　producing　new　values．Eaton（o少．‘窃．）also　seems　to　take　the　similar　position．

　g　In　so　far　a3　government　enterprises　are　engaged　in　physical　production，their　net　pro（luct
has　to　be　included　in　the　net　national　product　even　in　the　Marxia【1sense．
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examine how this total is divided between opposing classes, the ruling and 
the ruled. For this purpose he has to calculate, first, what is called " the 

necessary products of productive workers," or what amounts to the same 
thing, the sum of variable capital, 2v. He calculates this from the 
statistics of "personal income " given in the Seervey of Curreeet Busil4ess 

as rearranged in Table 3 in the manner amenable to Palytsef's methodolo-
gy. The total is 226.7 billion dollars, which of course do not include the 
undistributed profit of corporations (13.6 billions), and from which he singles 

out what he calls " necessary products to be irnputed to productive workers 

in the process of production " in accordance with theoretical requirements 

as follows : 

Table 3 

Wages & Salaries 63.5 14.0 27.3 41.3 18.6 22.1 145.5 

Supplement to 
wages & salaries 

4.0 1 .O 1 .O 2 .O 0.7 1.2 7 9 

u) 

o 
~' 
~
~
 o 

p~ 

Agriculture 
Forestry, & 
Fisheries 

13.6 

Retail trade 9.8 

Others 4.9 2,0 

Total 18.5 11.8 7.9 
38.2 
(37.0)* 

Rental income 8.5 

Dividends & 
interest 

19.6 

Transfer income 15.1 

Contributions to 
social securit~" 

-2.9 

Total 
(226.7) 

(Unit : billion dollars) 

* Figures in brackets are after adjustment for inventory valuation. 

The total is given only in this form. 
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(a) The total of wage payments in agriculture, manufacturing, con-
struction, and transportation and communications (in so far as they contri-

･bute to commodity production). 
(b) One-tenth of salary payments in the above sectors. 

(c) One-fifth of wage payments in the sector of wholesale and retail 
.trade. 

(d) One-tenth of income of retail traders. (It is assumed that the 
average per-capita income of retail traders is twice as large as that of 
wage-earners in that sector). 

(e) 35 percent of non-corporate incorne in agriculture as comprising the 

income of the agricultural working class. 

After enumerating these rules of thumb, Palytsef gives only the final 
result of calculation, which is 67.4 billion dollars for 1950. In attempting 

to trace the process of calculation from Table 3, we face no difficulty so 
far as the items (d) and (e) are concerned. We simply apply the designated 

percentage of ten and thirty-five respectively to income figures of retail 
traders and agricultural proprietors as given in Table 3, and obtain the 
sum of 5.8 billions for the items (d) and (e). The remainder, namely 61.6 
billions, are accounted for by the iterns (a), (b), and (c). But here we are 

confronted with one difficulty which Palytsef apparently has solved some-
~hc]w but does not make clear how he has done it. That is the separation 

of wages from salaries, which the Department of Commerce statistics do not 
give. On inspection it appears that Palytsef applied some uniform coef-
fic.ient to the total of "wages and salaries " in order to obtain the arnount 

of wage payments. On this assumption it is possible to calculate this 
implied coefficient on the basis of the figures in Table 3 and the Palytsef's 

sum of 61.6 billion dollars.10 It is most probable that he has taken two-
thirds of " wages and salaries " as imputable to wages on the ground that 
three-fourths of employees in the sectors concerned are wage-earnersll and 
that the per capita wage incorne is one half of that of salary income. 

It is quite interesting to compare the rules of thumb applied here with 

the specifications for obtaining the "correct " measure of net national 

product discussed in the previous section. Such comparison is made in 
Table 4. We flnd that there are certain minor inconsistencies between the 

two treatments. For example, when viewed from the income distribution 

"' If we designate by x the ratio between wages payments to the total of wages and salaries 
(1-x) will stand for the ratio between salary payments to the total of wages and salaries. An~ 
we can write the following equation by Inaking use of the fgures in Table 3 and .Palytsef's 
rules of thumb ' 

(63.5+ 4.0+ 14.0+ 1.0){x+(1 10x)}+(27.3+ I .O)~=61 .6 

'Solving for x, we obtain 66.7 %. 

" In 1952, for example, against the total number of employees in manufacturing of 16 600 OOO 
the wage-earners on average during the year numbered approximately 13,000,000, {vhi~h is 
about three-fourths. 
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angle, sectors of "transportations " and "public utilities " are treated on 

the equal footing with such sectors as "mining " and "manufacturing," 
but this is not the case when viewed from the production angle. Again, 
we probably should not ignore the income of small proprietors in the 
sectors of "manufacturing " when we are counting the income of produc-
tive workers, inasmuch as Palytsef includes 35 percent of agricultural pro-

porietors' income in this category. If we recalculate the net national 
product in the light of the rules of thumb for income distribution angle, 

thus assuming that the whole of "transportation " and "communications 
and public utilities" are "productive" and that one-fifth of income originat-

ing in "wholesale and retail trade" should be considered as such, the size 

of 2(v+s) comes to be 138.6 billion dollars as indicated at the bottom of 
Table 4 and not as high as 213.2 billions which Palytsef gives. Again it 
is difB:cult to see how this original figure of 213.2 billions, derived from 

the GNP, can be justified in the light of further elucidation developed from 

the income distribution angle. 

Table 4 

Treatment 
in Net 

National 
Product 

Income of productive workers 

Wages Salaries 
Proprietors' 

income 
Cor porate 
income 

%
 

%
 

%
 

% %
 

Agriculture, forestries, 
and fisheries 

Mining 

Contract construction 

Manuf acturing 

Wholesale trade 

Rqtail trade 

Finance, iflsurance, 
and real estate 

Transportation 

Communications and 
public utilities 

Services 

Government and 
government enterprises 

Rest of the world 

l OO 

100 

100 

100 

}partially } 

O
 

partially 

, partially 

O
 

O
 

O
 

1 OO 

lOO 

100 

100 

20 

O
 

100 

100 

O
 

O
 

O
 

10 

lO 

10 

10 

O
 
O
 

O
 

10 

lO 

O
 

O
 

O
 

35 

O
 
O
 
O
 
O
 

10 

O
 

O
 

O
 

O
 

O
 

O
 

o
 

o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
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In order to arrive at the final figure of "the necessary products " of 
productive workers as defined in the Marxian terminology, it is necessary 
to deduct from the 67.4 billions total obtained above the amount of direct 

taxes paid by these workers. Palytsef estimates this amount to be 9.6 billion 

dollars out of the total direct individual taxes of approximately 20 billions. 

When we consider 67.4 billions occupy about 30 percent of the total indivi-

dual income, this imputation appears to be slightly exaggerated. But it is 

quite possible that he irnputed a part of the direct corporate taxes to the 

burden borne by productive workers. At any rate, subtracting this 9.6 bil-

lions tax from 67.4 billions, we finally arrive at the measure of "the neces-

sary products," namely 57.8 billion dollars. Palytsef takes this figure to 

represent the sum of variable capital paid to productive workers who 
produce new values to the amout of 213.2 billion dollars. Thus the amount 
of surplus value turns out to be 155.4 billion dollars and the rate of sur-
plus value 268.9 percent (155.4/57.8). How the total surplus value of 155.4 
billions is distributed among capitalists and other non-productive members of 

the society is not made clear by him. But it is at least certain that the 
so-called "secondary distribution " (income paid out of revenue) is not our 

concern ; and the total of surplus value produced has to be distributed in 
the first instance among (a) industrial proflt, (b) commercial proflt, (c) net 

circulation cost, (d) interests, and (e) rent. If this is the case, it will be 

rather difiicult to exhaust the total surplus value of 155.4 billion dollars 

among these destinations. 

IV 

( 3 ) The L;xpevediture Aeegle : The third angle from which Palytsef 
discusses national income is that of expenditure, that is to say, how the 
total of 213.2 billion dollars is expended towards difl:erent destinations. In 

the light of how he calculated this original figure from GNP, one might 
suppose that the answer would be simply that 

Consumption 160.0 billion dollars 
(of which,by productive workers) // // ) (57.8 

Accumulation !1 !l 34.0 

Government purchases !! !l 17.7 

Net foreign investment !! !l 1.5 

Total ...... ..... 213.2 I/ ll 
However, Palytsef has an entirely different answer aside from the amount 
of consumption by productive workers which has to be equal to the total 
of variable capital, namely, 57.8 billion dollars. He starts out with a 
general remark that the new values created within a given year will be 
destined towards the following six "funds" 
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(a) Consumption fund for the working population 
(b) Consumption fund for the exploiting class 

(c) Fund for capitalistic accumulation 
(d) Net circulation cost and losses 

(e) Fund for military expenditures 
(f) The net receipts in the commodity trade and the 

shipping freight services 
Since the first item in this list is assumed to be equivalent to the total of 

variable capital, the rernaining five have to come out of the surplus value, 

or 155.4 billion dollars. Of these Palytsef calculates independently the last 

four items and then gives us "the consumption fund for the exploiting 
class" as the residual. It is especially interesting to recount the manner in 

which he estimates the following three: 
The Fuled for Capitalistic Accumulatiole : In estimating this from the 

expenditure angle, he apparently adds, to the previously calculated net 

private investment of 34.0 billions, the governmental construction other 

than military ones, and obtains the figure of 38.9 billion dollars. 

Net Circ~datiovt Cost ae4d Losses: The basis for estimating this peculiar-

ly Marxist category is "td take the wagesl2 of commercial workers 
other than the one-fifth which was included in the necessary product, 
add the total wage payments in the sector of financial establishments, 
and then add 14 percent of the foregoing total as the current material 
cost in these sectors." Thus Palytsef obtains the figure of 27.9 billion 

dollars. 

The Fueed for Military ~;xpevrditures: In estimating this item, Palytsef 

makes use of another publication by the Department of Commerce, 
Markets after the Defelcse L;xpalesion, 1952, where the government pur-
chases for military purposes including services are given. He adds fur-

ther various payments for veterans to arrive at the total fund for 
military expenditures, 25.4 billion dollars.13 

These independent estimates, together with "the net receipts in the 
commodity trade and shipping services " which are here estimated to be 1.2 
billion dollars, will total 93.4 billions; and the difference between this sum 

and total surplus value, namely, 62.0 billions, is taken to cover "the con-

sumption fund for the explolting class." Table 5 summarizes these figures 
in comparison with Palytsef's original calculation from the GNP. 

12 Here he speaks of "I~'ages, " but earlier when he was enumerating the items for the neces-
sary products he used the expression which could be translated as " wages and salaries." If 
we take the expression here literally to mean wages only, the amount of "net circulation cost 
and losses" will become much smaller than the figure given by him. 

1! dding various payments for veterans (4.2 billions) to the figure of mllitary expenditures 
given in Markets after the Defelese L;xpa,esion (18.5 billions), we get 23.3 billion dollars and 

not the amount indicated by Palytsef. 
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Table 5 

[October 

I~;stimates from 

Production angle 

160.0 

34.0 

17.7 

1.5 

213.2 

Expenditure angle 

57.8 

62.0 

ll9.8 

27.9 

34.0 

4.9 

25.4 

30.3 

1.2 

213.2 

(Unit : billion dollars) 

Generally speaking, it is not difficult to explain the kind of discrepan-

cies evident in this Table. Let us assume, for example, a simplified case 

where there is, aside from the value producing sectors, a single branch of 

consumption service which caters to capitalists. In this case, capitalists 
would spend a part of their income on this service which is not included 
in the net national product in the Marxian sense. In enumerating the items 

from the expenditure angle, either we have to include such expenc[iture on 

service by capitalists, or to track down the expenditure by service workers 

on material goods and count these as a part of net national expenditure. 
If we choose the former methed, it will be quite natural that the total of 

material consumption goods from the production angle will not be equal to 
the total of similar goods from the expenditure angle. If we choose the 
latter method, intermediary categories will disappear and it should be pos-

sible to get the identical breakdown in the two approaches. What Palytsef 

has done here seems to be a mixture of the two methods. And this makes 
it rather difficult to interpret the result consistently. If should of course be 

possible to draw up an aggregative input-output table indicating productive 

and non-productive sectors explicitly a kind of table from which any 
one of the Palytsef's sets of figures could be extracted without any danger 

of misinterpretation. 
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　　　In　many　ways　Palytsef’s　article　leaves　much　to　be　desired　as　I　have

indic灸te“i項passing　aboYe。B耳t孕t　the　sam幾tim亀i眞n琴rks　a4e丘nite　step
forward　in　that　the　con垂ronting　of♪the　Marxist．concept　of　national　lncome

with　the　detailed“bourgeois”national　income・statistics　was　here　attempted

for　the　first　time』　In　this～ぬy　we　can　be　ceftain　that曽the　points　of　theo－

retical　difference　between　the　two　camps　as　regards　national　income　will

become　operationally　explicit　and　thus　umecessary　mutual　groping　on　con－

ceptual　matters　can　be　gradually　eliminated．14

　1‘It　was　after　I　had　completed　this　article　that　I　had　an　access　to　Helmut　K：ozioiekも■解

一物編3’53‘屍餓傭∫∫ε‘伽丁みθo漉de3晦∫50π¢1θ罐o粥耀浴，Diskussionsbeitrage　zu　Wirt－
schaftsfragen，　Heft　9，　1953．　I　regret　that　I　could　not惚ke　into　consideration　his　discuSsion　of
the　subject　whick　throws　further　light　on　the　Marxist　theory　of　national　income．




